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9 The development of multifunctional
10 polymer-based matrices for controlled
11 drug delivery purposes has been the
12 subject of intense research during the last six
13 decades.1 After initial efforts for understand-
14 ing drug release mechanisms and for main-
15 taining a constant drug concentration in the
16 blood, research moved into the advance-
17 ment of polymers or hydrogels, as smart
18 materials where the delivery of the drug is
19 triggered by changes in environmental fac-
20 tors. The generation of a product with the
21 ability of delivering drug molecules, at the
22 right place and according to patients' needs,
23 has been a challenge which has gained even
24 more attention with the development of
25 nanotechnology. The achievements of this
26 new applied science have encouraged sev-
27 eral research groups to use nanoparticles, as
28 advanced systems with the promise of deli-
29 vering drugs to target cells, especially in
30 cancer therapy.2 However, clinical applica-
31 tions of these systems are still scarce.
32 In general, precise control over the drug
33 quantity and the release rate, in specific parts
34 of the body, has numerous advantages over

35conventional drug release, such as enhan-
36cing bioavailability and minimizing deleter-
37ious side effects. These benefits are even
38more important for patients suffering from
39chronic diseases that require multiple do-
40sage regimes. In these cases, the route of
41drug administration is also important, not
42only because it affects drugmetabolism and
43dose, but also because it can improve
44patients' quality of life. Nevertheless, the
45most challenging delivery systems are the
46ones with reversible on�off switching cap-
47ability. Many vital functions, frequently
48found in a living body, are regulated by
49pulses of active molecules at specific time
50and place; the release of insulin is an exam-
51ple of this mechanism. In general, a pulsatile
52delivery can be achieved if the drug carrier is
53designed to exhibit predictable and repro-
54ducible changes in response to an internal
55or external stimulus within a matter of
56minutes, or even seconds.
57Among the synthetic andnatural polymers
58that can be used for drug delivery, hydrogels
59represent a class of softmaterials of particular
60interest.3 Previous review articles have been
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ABSTRACT Considerable progress in the synthesis and technology of hydrogels

makes these materials attractive structures for designing controlled-release drug

delivery systems. In particular, this review highlights the latest advances in

nanocomposite hydrogels as drug delivery vehicles. The inclusion/incorporation of

nanoparticles in three-dimensional polymeric structures is an innovative means for

obtaining multicomponent systems with diverse functionality within a hybrid hydrogel

network. Nanoparticle-hydrogel combination adds synergistic benefits to the new 3D

structures. Nanogels as carriers for cancer therapy and injectable gels with improved

self-healing properties have also been described as new nanocomposite systems.
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61 published covering various aspects of novel and smart
62 biocompatible hydrogels,4,5 including supramolecular
63 gels6 and low-molecular weight gelators.7 Recent
64 trends have focused on incorporating nanoparticles,
65 such as polymeric, metallic, and carbon-based nano-
66 materials, within the hydrogel network to obtain nano-
67 composite hydrogels8,9 with reinforced properties
68 for various biomedical applications. The objective of
69 this review is to focus the attention on the synergies
70 resulting from the combination of these materials.
71 Nanoparticles can promote the response of hydrogels
72 to a new stimulus, which can be modulated in a
73 versatile way, with the modification of the nanoparti-
74 cle. Moreover, the hybrid systems could enable routes
75 of drug administration with limited systemic absorp-
76 tion but that can be useful in long-term delivery
77 systems. On the other hand, hydrogels could provide
78 nanoparticles with the clinically useful formulation
79 needed for their clinical applications. The review,
80 which includes a survey of recent advances combining
81 nanoparticles and hydrogels, is not meant to be an
82 exhaustive review of hydrogel technology, but some
83 noteworthy examples are selected and some perspec-
84 tives are discussed in order to help researchers to
85 consider this synergic combination for the design of
86 novel on demand drug delivery systems.

87 HYDROGELS AS ON-DEMAND DELIVERY SYS-
88 TEMS: A BRIEF OVERVIEW

89 A hydrogel is a physically or chemically cross-linked
90 natural or synthetic 3D network, which has the capacity
91 to absorb a large fraction of water (up to thousands of
92 times their dry weight), although typically of limited
93 solubility in this media. The water retention capacity of
94 hydrogels arises mainly from the presence of hydro-
95 philic groups (amido, amino, carboxyl, hydroxyl, etc.) in
96 the polymer chains and the degree of swelling can be
97 modulated by the polymer composition and the den-
98 sity and nature of cross-links in the gel matrix. The
99 water content of a hydrogel determines its unique
100 physicochemical characteristics that can resemble
101 those of living tissues more than any other class of
102 synthetic biomaterials. These are largely attributed to
103 their high water content, their soft and elastic consis-
104 tency, and low interfacial tension when in contact with
105 water or biological fluids. The porous structure of the
106 hydrogel also allows drug loading into the gel matrix,
107 and protects them from hostile environments, such as
108 the presence of enzymes or low pH in the stomach.
109 Additionally, hydrogels can control drug release due
110 to changes (swelling, dissolution or degradation) in the
111 gel structure in response to internal or external stimuli.
112 These types of environment-sensitive hydrogels are
113 known as “intelligent” hydrogels.10 The way the drug is
114 incorporated into the hydrogel matrix has a great
115 influence on controlling drug release.11 When bioac-
116 tive molecules are covalently bound to hydrogels,12,13

117their release requires the cleavage of the linking bond
118between the hydrogel and the drug. This chemical
119response is due to an enzymatic or chemical reaction,
120changes in pH, or an external stimulus such as light.
121However, in hydrogels containing the drug encapsu-
122lated by physical14 or supramolecular interactions,15

123the release of the drug is due not only to a chemical
124response, but also to a physical change in the structure
125of the hydrogel, such as deswelling, which could be
126triggered by changes in pH, temperature, etc.
127The incorporation of stimulus sensitive components
128into hydrogels has allowed the design of systems that
129exclusively release the content on demand. Glucose-
130sensitive hydrogels are an example of such stimuli-
131responsive systems. This type of intelligent systems
132can adjust the insulin release rate in response to the
133change of glucose concentration, to keep blood glu-
134cose level within the recommended range. Some
135hydrogel systems have been developed to modulate
136insulin levels, and all of them contain a glucose sensor
137built into the system.16 Glucose-sensitive hydrogels are
138commonly based on enzymatic oxidation of glucose
139by glucose oxidase (GOx), binding of glucose with
140concanavalin A (Con A), or reversible covalent bond
141formation between glucose and boronic acids.
142Despite the huge potential of stimuli-responsive
143hydrogels, in many cases these systems have limited
144use as drug delivery platforms today, since they exhibit
145poor mechanical properties, relatively rapid release of
146drugs from the gel (particularly in the case of hydro-
147philic drugs), and/or inefficient hydrophobic drug
148loading. Moreover, there are still problems associated
149with the control of the pulsatile delivery.3,17

150NANOCOMPOSITE HYDROGELS: NEW SYNER-
151GIES FOR ON-DEMAND DRUG DELIVERY

152Over the last decades, nanotechnology has emerged
153as a potent tool to approach processes involving
154biological systems. In particular, nanocomposite hy-
155drogels, i.e., molecular networks physically or cova-
156lently cross-linked with nanoparticles or nanostruc-
157tures, have been proposed as innovative means to
158overcome some of the challenges associated with the
159use of hydrogels in pulsatile drug delivery systems.

VOCABULARY: Hydrogel � 3D network which has the

capacity to swell and retain a large fraction of water within

its structure;Nanocomposite � material that incorpo-

rates nanosized particles into a matrix of standard materi-

al; Intelligent hydrogel � hydrogel that undergoes

changes in the gel structure in response to internal or

external stimuli;Nanogel � nanosized network of chemi-

cally or physically cross-linked polymers that swell in a

good solvent; Self-healing materials � smart materials

that have the capability of repairing themselves after

being damaged;
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160 Various types of nanoparticles such as inorganic/
161 ceramic nanoparticles (hydroxyapatite, silica, sili-
162 cates, calcium phosphate), polymeric nanoparticles
163 (hyper-branched polyesters, cyclodextrins, etc.), metal/
164 metal-oxide nanoparticles (gold, silver, iron-oxide), and
165 carbon-based nanomaterials (carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
166 graphene) are combined with the polymeric network
167 to create reinforced polymeric hydrogels, developing
168 nanocomposites with tailored physical properties and
169 custom functionalities (Figure 1F1 ). The type of nanopar-
170 ticle incorporated regulates the kind of stimuli that can
171 be used to release the drug under the desired condi-
172 tions, enhances the delivery in different parts of the
173 body, allows the transport of hydrophobic drugs, or is
174 responsible of multistimuli-response systems. There-
175 fore, there is a growing interest in this field, aiming to
176 achieve a rational design of advanced hydrogels with
177 tunable properties, which are not commonly found in
178 polymers. We will see some examples of this in the
179 following sections.
180 Stimuli-Responses Triggered/Enhanced by the Type of Nano-
181 particle. There are numerous reviews showing the dif-
182 ferent spectrum of stimuli-responsive hydrogels,
183 detailing their mechanisms in controlling release.18,19

184 Time controlled systems have been used in different
185 routes of drug administration such as oral administra-
186 tion, ocular route or nasal route. In general, in these
187 cases, drug release is controlled by diffusion or by the
188 dissolution or degradation of the polymer, and envi-
189 ronmental responses are specific to limited regions
190 within the body. Thermo- and/or pH-sensitive hydro-
191 gels have been widely used in those situations, based
192 on the elevated temperature and low pH found in the
193 body. Specifically, the pH-sensitive ones are most
194 frequently applied as controlled release systems for
195 oral drug delivery.10,20 The incorporation of nanosized
196 materials has improved their response and their

197mechanical properties.21,22 Moreover, the use of nano-
198composite hydrogels gives access to new release
199systems allowing the delivery in different parts of the
200body. We will focus in this section on several repre-
201sentative examples of hydrogels whose responses are
202triggered or enhanced by nanoparticles under external
203stimulus (e.g., electric and magnetic fields, near-IR
204light).
205Electro-Responsive Hydrogels. Transdermal drug
206delivery provides a valuable alternative to the tradi-
207tional dosage methods such as oral delivery and
208injections.23 This approach not only avoids the gastric
209degradation and hepatic first-pass metabolism but
210also could greatly help in popular chronic treatments,
211eliminating the phobia and the pain associated with
212injections. Notwithstanding, the low permeability of
213the skin restricts the utility of this approach and major
214research is devoted to develop methodologies to
215increase the delivery of drug across this barrier. For
216example, Giri et al.24 investigated the use of compo-
217sites based on carboxymethyl guar gum and multi-
218walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) as a transdermal
219system for sustained release of diclofenac sodium. In
220this case, the nanoparticle offers superior thermal
221stability, higher drug loading, and enhances drug
222retention efficiency within the hydrogel.
223It has been found that electrical stimulation is an
224effective method to enhance and control the quantity
225of released drug from transdermal or subcutaneously
226implanted systems. Hydrogels sensitive to an electrical
227current are usually made of both synthetic and natural
228polyelectrolytes, separately or in combination. Under
229the influence of an electric field, electro-responsive
230hydrogels generally deswell or bend, depending on
231the shape and the orientation of the gel between the
232electrodes.25 Electrically responsive drug release oc-
233curs via a number of different mechanisms, for

Figure 1. Nanoparticles such as carbon-based nanomaterials, polymeric nanoparticles, and metallic nanoparticles are
combined with the polymeric network to create reinforced nanocomposite hydrogels.
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234 example, a charged drug migrates toward the oppo-
235 sitely charged electrode or, more commonly, hydrogel
236 contraction results in ejection of drugs out of the gels
237 on electrical stimulation (Figure 2F2 ). Three main me-
238 chanisms have been proposed for electro-induced gel
239 deswelling: (i) the development of a stress gradient in
240 the hydrogel; (ii) changes in local pH around the
241 electrodes as a result of the electrolysis of water (an
242 increased pH in the cathode and a decreasing pH in the
243 anode); and (iii) electro-osmosis of water coupled to
244 electrophoresis. In practice, depending on the nature
245 of the gel and on the experimental conditions used,
246 anisotropic gel deswelling occurs by a combination of
247 some or all of the mechanisms discussed above. How-
248 ever, the major limitations of these systems are slow
249 response times, nonlinear control between stimulation
250 and drug release,26 and gel fatigue with time and
251 electrical stimulations.27

252 The progress in nanocomposite hydrogels, al-
253 though in its initial stages, could generate a step
254 forward in applications for skin. We will discuss below
255 some examples in which the incorporation of different
256 nanoparticles (carbon nanotubes, graphene, nano-
257 clays) were used to improve both mechanical and
258 electrical properties of hybrid hydrogels.
259 Numerous research groups have used carbon nano-
260 tubes as conductive additives to increase the elec-
261 tro-sensitivity of the hydrogels with special focus on
262 the development of transdermal drug release.28 For
263 example, Servant et al.29 prepared polymethacrylic
264 acid (PMAA)/MWCNT hydrogel hybrids at different
265 MWCNT concentrations. The incorporation ofMWCNTs

266in the PMAA based hydrogels significantly enhanced
267the gel response to the applied electric field and
268allowed the in vivo delivery of radiolabeled (14C)
269sucrose as a therapeutically hydrophilic drug under
270short stimulation times and low electrical voltage.
271On the other hand, the addition of synthetic silicate
272nanoparticles, also known as nanoclays, significantly
273increases both the physical and mechanical properties
274of polymeric hydrogels.30,31 In a recent study, an
275amphiphilic chitosan�silica hybrid hydrogel has been
276prepared for electrically modulated release of an anti-
277convulsant drug, ethosuximide. Drug release was con-
278trolled by applying voltage to the composite hydrogel.
279In this case, the electrical stimulus causes modulated
280drug release profiles in vitro ranging from burst-like to
281slow-elution patterns due to the combination of elec-
282trophoretic and electro-osmotic mechanisms.32

283Graphene has also attracted attention due to its
284fascinating properties, such as high electron mobility,
285thermal conductivity and mechanical stability. Reduced
286graphene oxide (rGO) has been employed in the pre-
287paration of electrically responsive drug release system.
288With the use of lidocaine hydrochloride as a model
289hydrophilic substance, the drug release behavior of the
290reduced graphene oxide�poly(vinyl alcohol) (rGO�
291PVA) hydrogels has been explored. When larger
292amounts of rGO are incorporated, the rGO�PVA poly-
293meric network becomes more negatively charged,
294which enhances the action of the phenomena of elec-
295tro-osmosis and reduces the intermolecular interactions
296between rGO and lidocaine. As a result, the lidocaine
297release rate is increased.33

Figure 2. Schematic illustration showing the main mechanisms for electro-induced gel deswelling.
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298 Although pristine graphene has greater thermal,
299 mechanical, and electrical properties than graphene
300 oxide, only scarce examples of graphene-based hydro-
301 gels in drug delivery systems have been published.
302 One of themajor limitations of electro-responsive drug
303 delivery systems is their potential temperature in-
304 crease resulting from electrical stimulation, a process
305 known as resistive heating. In a recent work by our
306 groups,34 it was demonstrated that the incorporation
307 of graphene, at low concentrations, into an electro-
308 responsive PMAA hydrogel almost completely elimi-
309 nated the “resistive heating” from the hydrogel matrix,
310 while significantly enhanced the mechanical proper-
311 ties of the hydrogels, compared to their carbon-nano-
312 tube-based hydrogel counterparts. This fact improved
313 in vivo drug release under short stimulation times at
314 low voltage, showing an excellent on�off switching
315 capability (Figure 3F3 ). The graphene used in this study
316 was obtained by ball-milling treatment35 and con-
317 tained significantly fewer defects than GO and rGO,
318 retaining the electrical, mechanical, and thermal prop-
319 erties of the graphene structure. Graphene material
320 incorporation allowed the gels to be more responsive
321 than their GO counterparts at lower concentrations,
322 using lower voltages, and displaying a reduced tem-
323 perature increase upon electrical stimulation.
324 Magnetically Responsive Hydrogels. The application
325 of magnetic micro- and nanoparticles in drug delivery
326 was explored in the late 1970s as potential carriers for
327 specific drug targeting. External magnetic fields can be
328 used to transport the drugs, for example, to the tumor
329 sites. Although apparently simple, the approach has
330 some important issues, one being the potential accu-
331 mulation of the nanoparticles, blocking the blood flow
332 or concentrating in diverse organs. It is well-known
333 that metal nanoparticles show the ability to generate
334 heat when subjected to alternating magnetic fields.
335 Consequently, nanocomposite hydrogels in which the
336 hydrogelmatrix is combinedwithmetal ormetal-oxide
337 nanoparticles can be remotely heated by means of
338 a magnetic field. This phenomenon has been used
339 to control drug release in temperature responsive

340hydrogels.36 Therefore, by incorporating magnetic
341nanoparticles within a hydrogel network, the nano-
342composite network can rapidly respond to an external
343magnetic field, enabling their enhanced controllability
344and accelerating drug release. Furthermore, in cases
345where the nanoparticle could cause undesired biolo-
346gical response, the hydrogel can avoid direct interac-
347tion between the two systems. Some strategies to
348improve the delivery of drugs in magnetically respon-
349sive hydrogels are discussed below.
350Liu et al.37 prepared magnetic hydrogels by mixing
351PVA hydrogels and Fe3O4 nanoparticles. They found
352that the amount of drug release can be finely tuned by
353controlling the switching duration time. It was demon-
354strated that the magnetic field induces the metal
355nanoparticles to aggregate reducing the porosity of
356the hydrogel. In this state, the drug is confined in the
357network, leading a reduction in the diffusion of the
358drug through the hydrogel. On the contrary, when the
359field is turned off, a higher level of drug release is
360achieved (Figure 4 F4). They also observed that the parti-
361cle size had significant influence in the drug release
362behavior, showing large nanoparticles the best mag-
363netic-sensitive effects.
364To avoid large cluster agglomeration, these mag-
365netic nanoparticles should be stabilized by protective
366agents. Silica is one of the best studied protective
367agents, and a novel hydrogel based on chitosan
368cross-linked β-cyclodextrin grafted with silylated mag-
369netic nanoparticles was synthesized as a drug delivery
370system for indomethacin.38

371As mentioned previously, metal nanoparticles are
372also incorporated into thermosensitive or temperature-
373pH sensitive hydrogels with the aim of inducing
374changes in the hydrogel temperature and therefore
375to get remotely controlled pulsatile release of drugs.
376When the temperature is increased above the lower
377critical solution temperature (LCST), the hydrogel
378structure collapses, resulting in the expulsion of the
379incorporated drug molecules. Specifically, a novel
380biodegradable and injectable thermosensitive hydrogel
381based on chitosan and Fe3O4 has been prepared, and its
382drug release, by the intravesical route, under an applied
383magnetic field has been studied. This gel has been used
384to modulate the release of Bacillus-Calmete-Guérin
385(BCG) which increased the antitumor effect and caused
386a high local immune activity in bladder.39

387In another study, alternating magnetic field (AMF)
388has been applied to control release from an injectable
389hydrogel containing both superparamagnetic iron
390oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) and thermoresponsive
391microgels. Such combination permits optimal pulsatile
392release of small molecule drugs over several weeks,
393due to the relationship between the microgel volume
394phase transition temperature (VPTT) and the baseline
395incubation temperature. The heat generated by
396SPIONS under an AMF increases the temperature of

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the pulsatile drug release
upon application of electrical stimulus in an electro-respon-
sive graphene based hydrogel.
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397 the microgels over their VPTT, generating free volume
398 inside the composite and, therefore, enhances drug
399 diffusion across the hydrogel.40

400 In addition, the introduction of magnetic nanopar-
401 ticles into hydrogels contributes to the preparation of
402 new materials with self-healing properties. In general,
403 gels are exposed to stress-induced formation of fis-
404 sures that may affect the integrity of the network
405 structures, resulting in the loss of functionality. To
406 address this challenge, self-healing gels which possess
407 the ability to repair themselves have emerged as a
408 novel class of soft materials.41 The design of self-
409 healing hydrogels is desirable, not only because it
410 increases the lifetime of the material, but also because
411 it can permit the preparation of injectable materials42

412 which can be gelated in situ and stay at the target
413 position. In this regard,Wei's group preparedmagnetic
414 and self-healing hydrogels by introduction of carboxy
415 modified Fe3O4 nanoparticles into chitosan�PEG hy-
416 drogels. The fragments of the hydrogel could move
417 under an external magnetic field and then merge
418 together in an integral gel after several minutes. This
419 research constitutes an innovative solution for the
420 issues associated with ordinary injectable polymer-
421 based materials.43

422 Light-Responsive Hydrogels. The stimulus of light is
423 instantaneous and can be distributed with high

424accuracy in simple and available ways, which renders
425light-responsive materials very advantageous for dif-
426ferent applications. The response of nanoparticles to
427electromagnetic stimulus has also been applied to the
428preparation of light responsive hydrogels which can be
429useful for drug delivery purposes. A photorespon-
430sive hybrid hydrogel loaded with core�shell lantha-
431nide doped upconverting nanoparticles (UCNPs) has
432been used to convert near-infrared (NIR) light into UV
433light. When the hydrogel is irradiated with 980 nm
434light, photodegradation and subsequent release of the
435embedded therapeutics occur.44 (Figure 5 F5)
436Following a different approach, carbon nanotubes
437have been used for the preparation of light responsive
438gels. These nanomaterials are ideal candidates for
439photothermal therapy because of their strong optical
440absorbance in the NIR region, which could release
441significant heat and enhance thermal destruction of
442cells. For this purpose, multiwalled carbon nanotubes
443(MWCNTs) were employed as molecular antennae for
444NIR light combined with thermal-responsive PNIPAm
445to enhance the photothermal conversion effect in
446hydrogels.45

447Graphene oxide is also considered a NIR responsive
448nanomaterial.46 It can absorb NIR light and convert it
449into heat efficiently. In a recent example, Wu et al.47

450have prepared a supramolecular gel for pulsatile drug

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the mechanism of pulsatile drug release under magnetic fields. Adapted with permission
from ref 37. Copyright 2006, American Chemical Society.

Figure 5. NIR-light-triggered degradation of a photosensitive hydrogel using the UV light generated by encapsulated
upconverting nanoparticles. Adapted with permission from ref 44. Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
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451 release in vivo. Since these soft materials are formed
452 through noncovalent interactions, it is difficult to
453 regulate the drug release properly (physical diffusion
454 or degradation of the hydrogel). To overcome this
455 limitation, the authors incorporated graphene oxide
456 sheets (GOS) into the gel. The obtained hydrogel pos-
457 sesses high mechanical stability, syringe-injectability,
458 and low erosion rate, and the release of the drug is
459 remotely controlled by NIR irradiation.
460 Gold nanoparticles are also able to absorb visible to
461 NIR light and this fact can be used to generate a local
462 heat. Recently, Strong et al.48 reported the incorpora-
463 tion of NIR absorbing silica�gold nanoparticles onto
464 poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylamide) (NIPAAm-
465 co-AAm) hydrogel with potential application in cancer
466 therapy. The local heating, produced by the nano-
467 particles after light stimulation, is capitalized to cause
468 tissue necrosis, together with controlled delivery of the
469 entangled chemotherapeutic molecules.
470 Delivery of Hydrophobic Drugs. As already discussed in
471 the introduction, conventional hydrogels are 3D net-
472 works of hydrophilic polymers, which typically tend to
473 absorb hydrophilic drugs. In this regard, nanocompo-
474 site hydrogels have been designed as innovative solu-
475 tions to overcome limitations as inefficient hydro-
476 phobic drug loading.
477 For example, hydroxyapatite (HA) nanoparticles
478 were used as drug delivery systems for a water-inso-
479 luble anticancer drug, paclitaxel (Tax). The Tax-loaded
480 HA was embedded in a collagen gel to result in a
481 Tax/HA/Col gel, which exhibited higher levels of cyto-
482 toxic activity than the Tax-containing collagen gel,
483 particularly in highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 cells
484 than the poorly metastatic MCF-7 cells.49

485 Other types of organic�inorganic hybrid materials
486 consisting of layered metal hydroxides (LMHs) have
487 been used. LMHs are widely studied as drug delivery
488 nanocarriers, as they can accommodate various kinds
489 of anionic drugs and transport them into cellular
490 systems efficiently. For example, Gwak et al. prepared
491 a hydrogel�inorganic hybrid material, in which aga-
492 rose and zinc basic salt (ZBS), a type of layered metal
493 hydroxide, were combined to exhibit sustained release
494 of loaded anionic molecules, such as ferulic acid.50

495 Polymeric nanoparticles such as hyper-branched
496 polymers, liposomes, micelles, microspheres, and cy-
497 clodextrins, which are widely used as drug delivery
498 systems, have also been incorporated into hydrogels to
499 utilize their drug releasing ability, as well as to improve
500 their mechanical properties.9 For example, Zhong
501 et al.51 first prepared a dual-drug delivery system
502 of poly(D,L-lactic) microspheres embedded in an
503 alginate hydrogel. In this system, glycyrrhetinic acid
504 (a hydrophobic drug) was encapsulated in the micro-
505 spheres, while bovine serum albumin (a hydrophilic
506 drug) was loaded in the hydrogel. In another example,
507 Liu et al.52 encapsulated erythromycin (EM) in micelles

508formed by Pluronic F-127 and then obtained an
509EM/PF127 hydrogel under a low-intensity UV light, in
510order to extend EM release and prevent side effects of
511the drug. One of the main drawbacks of some che-
512motherapeutic agents is their high hydrophobicity
513which can be related with dangerous side effects. For
514this reason, and to increase their water solubility,
515Paclitaxel (TAX) was loaded in an injectable micelle�
516hydrogel hybrid system based on Polaxamer 407 and
517chitosan. In vivo studies revealed a reduction in the
518progression rate of the tumor and diminution in side
519effects compared with TAX.53

520A sophisticated example has been recently devel-
521oped by Nagahama et al.54 in order to control drug
522release in a novel way. They prepared a new injectable
523gel through the self-assembly of copolymer micelles,
524clay nanodisks (CNDs), and doxorubicin (DOX). The
525drug incorporated into the hydrogel not only serves
526as cross-linker for gel networks formation, but also
527controls its own release.
528Cyclodextrins (CDs) have also been widely studied
529as drug delivery systems.55 As a result of their molec-
530ular structure and shape, they are usually used to
531complex poorly water-soluble drugs, increasing their
532aqueous solubility. Therefore, incorporation of CDs into
533hydrogel systems is appropriate for maintaining the
534swelling properties of the hydrogel, and their hydro-
535phobic interior can facilitate the capture and controlled
536release of hydrophobic drugs. Cyclodextrin-containing
537hydrogels can be prepared in many ways.56 The main
538strategies can be classified in three broad groups: (i)
539direct cross-linking of CDs that can be obtained directly
540using cross-linkers such as ethylene glycol diglycidy-
541lether to release cyclosporine A; (ii) copolymerization
542of CDs with vinyl- or acrylic-co-monomers; and (iii)
543grafting of CDs to preformed polymer networks. Most
544simply, preformed cyclodextrin�drug complexes can
545be added into the hydrogel during or after gel cross-
546linking. The driving forces leading to inclusion com-
547plexes are hydrophobic and van derWaals interactions,
548hydrogen bonding, and changes in surface tension.
549Recently, Kuang et al.57 prepared an injectable and
550biodegradable supramolecular hydrogel, using a nu-
551cleobase (adenine/thymine)-terminated poly(ethylene
552oxide)s (A-PEG-A/T-PEG-T) and R-CD. In vitro evalua-
553tion indicated that the supramolecular hydrogels have
554adequate biocompatibility, and are appropriate for
555developing sustained and controlled-release systems
556of antitumor drugs. Furthermore, these nanocompo-
557site hydrogels showed significant efficacy in inhibition
558of tumor growth in vivo.
559Graphene oxide (GO), the “hydrophilic” derivative
560of graphene, contains a range of reactive functional
561groups, including hydroxyl, epoxy and carboxylic acid
562groups. GO and its derivatives as well as composites
563have been considered ideal materials for the prepara-
564tion of drug scaffolds by taking advantage of its water-
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565 solubility, high specific surface area and good biocom-
566 patibility. Moreover, the 2D plane of GO sheets pro-
567 vides large specific surface area to carry drugs via

568 surface adsorption, hydrogen bonding, and other
569 types of interactions.58 Covalent attachment of folic
570 acid, polyethylene glycol, and chitosan to GO provides
571 a potential platform for delivering anti-inflammatory
572 and water-insoluble anticancer drugs such as doxor-
573 ubicin (DOX), and SN38 (a camptothecin analogue).59

574 Multiresponsive and Multifunctional Systems. Sometimes
575 the swelling kinetics of the smart hydrogels are not as
576 fast as desirable for some applications. The design of
577 hybrid materials, which can deliver their cargo in
578 response of multiple stimuli, allows the preparation
579 of faster responding systems compared to the ones
580 acting in response of a single stimuli. Moreover, to
581 improve the temporal control over drug release, a
582 stimulating solution is the preparation of nanogels,
583 nanoscale networks that provide several advantages
584 inherent in their nanoscale size. In addition, the intro-
585 duction of nanoparticles in thesematerials can introduce
586 new functionalities and applicability to the structure.
587 Targeted drug delivery systems have captivated
588 increased attention in cancer therapy. Active targeting
589 requires the attaching of a ligand which recognizes a
590 specific receptor. The nanoscale size of nanogels, with
591 their high specific surface area, makes it feasible the
592 conjugation of active targeting agents. In addition, due
593 to the higher temperature and lower pH of cancer
594 tissues related to normal tissues, nanogels which
595 structure changes at small pH ranges are very useful

596to deliver drugs to tumor sites. Hence thermo- and
597pH-responsive nanogels, with bovine serum albumin
598encapsulated gold nanoparticles conjugated onto their
599surface, have been synthesized and further functiona-
600lizedwith a tumor targeting peptide. Chemotherapeutic
601drug DOX was introduced by electrostatic absorption
602and cytotoxicity studies proved that the system could
603deliver the drug, specifically to the tumor with en-
604hanced efficacy and controlled release. Moreover, the
605red fluorescence emission from gold nanoclusters was
606used to identify and follow the nanogel in vitro.60

607Wu et al.61 have also reported the preparation of
608multifunctional core�shell nanogels for simultaneous
609optical temperature sensing, targeted tumor and com-
610bined chemical and photothermal treatment. The
611thermoresponsive PEG based nanogels had an Ag�Au
612bimetallic nanoparticle core and hyaluronic acid chains
613as targeting ligands. The fluorescence intensity of the
614Ag�Au core can be used for imaging, but also to
615trigger the release of the anticancer drug under the
616local temperature increase of targeted zones, induced
617by NIR irradiation (Figure 6 F6).
618In a recent work, the combination of pH sensitive
619nanogels, a hydrophobic dendrimer, and folic acid as
620target agent has been used for the delivery of pacli-
621taxel. The incorporation of hydrophobic segments into
622the nanogel core through cross-coupling of H-40-poly-
623(ε-caprolactone) (H40-PCL) dendrimer allows hydro-
624phobic drugs loading.62

625In another example, the covalent attachment of
626cyclodextrin particles to nanogels gives them the

Figure 6. Schematic illustrationofmultifunctional core�shell nanogel. Adaptedwith permission from ref 61. Copyright 2010,
Elsevier.
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627 ability to form inclusion complexes, providing in this
628 way a new drug loading and releasemechanism based
629 on these complexes and thus preventing drug release
630 upon media dilution.63

631 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

632 On the basis of all the results described in this
633 review, we can conclude that the introduction of nano-
634 particles in hydrogels can be an innovative means for
635 creating multicomponent systems aiming to achieve a
636 rational design of advanced delivery systems with
637 tunable properties.
638 Nanoparticles can not only enhance the mechan-
639 ical properties of the gels but alsomodulate efficiently
640 its response to different stimuli. We have shown
641 examples of electric, magnetic, and light responsive
642 hydrogels (Table 1T1 ). However, with the preparation of
643 new or modified nanoparticles, further stimuli can be
644 studied, like ultrasonication or pressure in responsive
645 systems. As an example, microwaves have been em-
646 ployed recently in thermotherapy, producing diather-
647 mia (heating up to 41 �C), hyperthermia (heating into
648 the interval of 41�45 �C), and thermoablation (over
649 45 �C). Carbon nanostructures are excellent micro-
650 wave absorbent, and thus, in thermoresponsive gels,
651 the electromagnetic-induced hyperthermia from
652 carbon nanomaterials could cause the volumetric
653 change in the hydrogel, inducing the release of
654 the drug. In this sense, a volume change in a smart
655 hydrogel/conductive polymer nanocomposite in-
656 duced by microwave irradiation has recently been
657 reported.64

658 Moreover, the introduction of nanoparticles trans-
659 fers new functionalities to the system. Some further

660examples could be the formation of polymeric net-
661works with quantum dots (QDs), which has already
662been used for the development of materials with
663photoluminescent properties and thus for sensing
664and drug delivery applications.65 Likewise, novel silver
665nanocomposite hydrogels based on acrylamide have
666been reported.66 These structures are potentially use-
667ful in treating infections due to the antibacterial prop-
668erties of silver.
669Considering the possibility of functionalization/
670modification of nanoparticles, the development of
671hydrogels incorporating these modified structures
672can be also considered in order to further introduce
673new functionalities and applicability to the system,
674paving the way for the development of hybrid hydro-
675gels with specific molecular responses, for example, to
676glucose. Some examples have been already discussed
677about the synthesis of gels with targeting and imaging
678agents, but the advancement in hydrogel technology
679will produce new systems that enhance diagnostics
680and controlled drug release. Carbon-based nanoparti-
681cles, such as carbon nanotubes and graphene, have
682attractedmuch attention in recent years owing to their
683excellent properties (i.e., mechanical strength, flexibil-
684ity, thermal, electrical, and optical conductivity). There-
685fore, these structures are considered highly promising
686materials to incorporate multifunctionality in stimuli-
687responsive hydrogels. Carbon nanostructures can in-
688teract physically or covalently with the polymeric
689chains, and although they have usually a hydrophobic
690nature, different techniques have been developed to
691enhance their dispersions within the composite net-
692work. Moreover, carbon nanomaterials can be functio-
693nalized in order to introduce polar groups in their
694structure, and these chemical modifications can pro-
695vide newpossibilities for precisemolecular recognition
696events. Composite materials based on carbon nano-
697tubes and polymeric hydrogels have been applied as
698innovative drug delivery devices combining properties
699of both hydrogels and CNTs.67

700In recent years, there has been noticeable progress
701in the development of clinically applied hydrogels,
702while clinical uses of nanoparticles are rare. The com-
703bination nanoparticle�hydrogel could overcome the
704limitations and drawbacks associated with the use of
705nanoparticles as drug delivery systems. Additionally,
706there is still a need for studies focusing on the interac-
707tions between nanoparticles and polymers inside the
708hydrogel in order to tailor their properties to special
709drug delivery requirements.
710The preparation of nanogels has also been de-
711scribed. Compared to macroscopic hydrogels, nano-
712gels show faster responsiveness, and due to their
713nanometric size, they have been proposed as ideal
714drug delivery systems for various organs including
715brain and lungs.3 It has been postulated that the
716swellable nanogels have limited clearance by the

TABLE 1. Examples of Nanocomposite Hydrogels Whose

Properties Are Triggered or Enhanced by Nanoparticles
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717 lungs, allowing a longer term release of the drug, by
718 slow degradation, once these particles are inhalated.
719 Nanogels have also shown good potential to safely
720 transport macromolecules across the blood brain bar-
721 rier. Progress in this field would have impact in new
722 clinical treatments. Recently, some authors have de-
723 scribed an efficient nanocarrier scaffold with sequen-
724 tial intraintercellular delivery as an innovative mech-
725 anism for deep tumor penetration. It consists of a
726 reversible pH-responsive nanogel that can be interna-
727 lized by the cancer cells. At the endosomal or lysoso-
728 mal pH, the gel protonates, producing an electrostatic
729 repulsion which triggers the swelling of the gel along
730 with the release of the drug. The large volume of the
731 positively charged hydrogel produces the bursting of
732 the endolysosomes and the nanogel is transported into
733 the cytosol where it returns to its original size, due to
734 higher pH in that region. The shrunk gel escapes from
735 the dead cell, and it reproduces the process infecting a
736 new cell.68 The layer by layer assembly technique has
737 also been used in the preparation ofmultilayer ultrathin
738 films, obtaining hydrogel nanocomposite films with
739 higher loading capacity.69

740 The development of self-healing hydrogels has also
741 been discussed in this review. Self-healing materials
742 are commonly found in living organisms, but this
743 behavior is unusual in artificial systems. Interestingly,
744 some authors have recently shown that the self-recovery
745 time of some gels is shortened by the introduction of
746 carbon nanotubes or reduced graphene oxide within
747 the gel.70 The hybrid gels also exhibited semiconduct-
748 ing behavior what facilitates new functionalities.
749 Finally, the use of hydrogels for delivering therapeu-
750 tic cells is another interesting aspect to consider in
751 regenerativemedication. In this case, the objective is to
752 use hydrogels as platforms where cells can reorganize
753 into more sophisticated tissues.71 This strategy to-
754 gether with the use of carbon nanotubes could be
755 applied, for example, to neuronal growth. Carbon
756 nanotubes have already shown to have a remarkable
757 affinity for neurons,72 and their integration in 3D net-
758 works could contribute to the developing of these
759 cells. The combination of new approaches usingmicro-
760 engineering and 3D hydrogels will be a potent tool in
761 the design and tailoring of these materials.73
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